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Four Fathers
By Tom Williams, Dave Housley, Ben Tanzer

Cobalt Press, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 203 x 203 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A collection of flash fiction (Tanzer),
bookend short stories (Williams), a novella (Housley), and poetry written from father to daughter
(Pawelek), Four Fathers is a hard-hitting definitive work that seeks to uncover what it takes to be a
parent. These subjects are not easy, and through these introspective fathers, often agonized by the
daily tensions of care-taking, we come to appreciate our own experiences more fully, or, at least
prepare ourselves for what may lie ahead. Four Fathers, and each of its authors, delivers
fatherhood in a multitude of thought-provoking, heartfelt ways: from Tom Williams pair of long
short stories which define a man by who he is as a son in relation to his father, and who he is as a
father in relation to his son; to BL Pawelek s poetry, dedicated to his daughter, Abbey Road. Then
you have Ben Tanzer s flash fiction pieces, which all seem to reflect up on the idea of I m a
dad.what the heck do I do now? and Dave Housley s novella begging the Osbornesque question...
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Reviews
This created pdf is fantastic. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an remarkably
straightforward way and is particularly simply following i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Ama nda Ha nd Jr .
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Ja r od B a r toletti
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